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Traces and traits of colonialism still infest our present life like absent-present ghosts. Not just in
museums, architecture or street names, but on the everyday level of our homes and ways of
speaking, in all that we feel most deeply. Their persistence is especially potent thanks to its
semblance of transparency, the near-invisibility resulting from its association with ordinary
habits of daily life. (Habits, for instance, of colloquial speech: the expression “an ambaradam”
refers generically in Italian to a chaotic or confused situation. Its colonial origin in Mussolini’s
invasion of Ethiopia is almost never acknowledged). We are unused to questioning our “normality” in so much depth, but normality is full of these traces, which continue to act whether
obviously manifest or seemingly absent. To take another example, Italy’s colonial record is
barely mentioned at all in the ofﬁcial school syllabus. Still less is there any analysis of the
colonial past as anything more than a “chapter” in national history: no hint whatsoever that the
colonial process continues (despite outward changes of form) to take shape even today.
The complexity of the colonial construction and its ongoing transformation into an all-pervasive
colonial condition is beyond containment in an archive, whether in an ethnographic museum
collection of contested origin or any city institution where the architecture and the very street
names bespeak the same problems. Something exceeds the archive as such, something unarchivable that calls the archive itself into question as means of organizing, narrating and controlling
our memory and identity. And yet the archive remains one of the devices by means of which
the colonial condition ensures its own reproduction.
Certain objects, bodies and voices exceed the archive, escaping its grammar. How, then, do they
question us? How do they confront the stories we tell ourselves about who we are? How are
they critical of our epistemological positions? How do they break into our discourse and push us
out of comfortable places like the museum? In order to preserve their scandalous powers, writes
Achille Mbeme, these objects and bodies “should not enter the museum”. Rather, they should go
on haunting it with their absence, their spectral presence. They should be everywhere and
nowhere, always appearing by forced entry, never with institutional approval (A. Mbembe,
“Politiques de l’intimitié”, Editions La Découverte, Paris 2016).
.
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I dispositivi della rappresentazione sono stati e sono i veicoli potenti della creazione di quei
fantasmi che vengono così mantenuti in vita. Come provare dunque a decodiﬁcare, a ri-mediare
quelle visioni, quelle iconograﬁe, così radicate e ben celate? La costruzione degli stereotipi
visivi ha prodotto un “archivio” inﬁnito, in grado più di qualsiasi altro di rinnovarsi e attualizzarsi attraverso metamorfosi e dissimulazioni di difﬁcile lettura immediata.
La prima arma di offesa della colonizzazione è stata l’appropriazione massiccia degli immaginari
dei colonizzati. Occorre pensare a una nuova ecologia culturale - in un processo di decolonizzazione ecologica come la intende l’ingegnere ambientale Malcom Ferdinand (M. Ferdinand, “Une
écologie décoloniale: Penser l'écologie depuis le monde caribéen”, 2019) – che ri(media) il senso
delle rappresentazioni contemporanee setacciandone ﬁno in fondo le scorie coloniali. L’arte,
intesa come forma di attivismo culturale, è uno degli strumenti possibili, è una delle pratiche che
deve imparare ad affrontare la sua stessa storia, tracciata dalla modernità coloniale in Europa,
per poter capire la vera matrice delle sue rappresentazioni razzializzate di oggi.

The tools of representation have lost none of their power to create such persistent phantoms. In
which case how might we decode and reconﬁgure visions and iconographies sown so deeply
and so far from sight? The development of visual stereotypes has produced an inﬁnite “archive”,
extraordinarily responsive in its capacity to renew itself over time through metamorphoses and
dissimulations that resist immediate interpretation.
The ﬁrst offensive weapon of colonization was the massive appropriation of the imaginaries of
the colonized. We must now conceive a new cultural ecology within a process of what environmental engineer Malcolm Ferdinand has called ecological decolonization, reversing and reconﬁguring contemporary representations by dredging the colonial waste matter from their lowest
depths (M. Ferdinand, “Une écologie décoloniale: Penser l'écologie depuis le monde caribéen”,
Seuil Paris 2019). Art as cultural activism is among potentially useful tools here. Like other
practices, however, it must also learn to confront its own history as inscribed in European
colonial modernity if it is ever fully to grasp the nexus of racialized representations pervading it
today.

Troppo spesso la storia dell’arte “occidentale”, e quella italiana più di ogni altra, ha rimosso il
portato razzista e stereotipato delle proprie rappresentazioni, in particolare tra XIX e XX secolo,
demandando ad altre “storie” l’incarico di rileggere un passato scomodo e violento, di sopraffazione tanto ﬁsica quanto immaginiﬁca sui popoli extra europei. Occorre ripartire dalla lettura
decoloniale della storia delle nostre arti, per coniare nuovi approcci linguistici e rappresentativi
che si confrontino apertamente con le radici di alcuni miti fondanti dell’arte in Europa, che
hanno non solo accompagnato, ma più spesso prodotto al ﬁanco dei colonizzatori gli archivi
inﬁniti di immagini razzializzate e razziste diffuse poi come valori “universali” nel mondo intero.
E occorre iniziare a pensare a che genere di immagini quel paradigma estetico ha prodotto per
l’autorappresentazione dei dominatori, come geni e portatori di civiltà: un modello patriarcale,
machista e violento.
Allora forse quello a cui siamo chiamat_ è rivolgerci a questo “inarchiviabile”, proprio per
mettere in scena l’archivio evidenziandone il funzionamento, e quindi anche il suo lato oscuro,
quello in cui le cose e le voci restano in ombra, non viste. Forse quello a cui siamo chiamat_ è
decostruire, rovesciare, e disseminare l’archivio stesso come dispositivo di memorabilità.

“Western” art history – in Italy most of all – has too often ignored the racism and stereotyping
in its own canonical imagery. Particularly in the 19th and 20th centuries, it was left to other
“histories” to reconsider a violent and disturbing past of physical and imaginative abuse of
non-European peoples. Thus we are obliged to start anew on the basis of a decolonial reading of
the history of our arts, developing new linguistic and representational methods that will
explicitly confront the roots of European art’s foundational myths. These were not simply myths
the colonizers carried with them: more often they were applied directly in the colonial
production of the boundless archives of racialized and racist images that later spread across the
world as “universal values”. We must also begin to think about the type of images produced
under that aesthetic paradigm in terms of the self-representation of the dominators as geniuses
and bearers of civilization: a patriarchal, macho and violent model.
Perhaps our task, then, is to consider this “unarchivable” precisely so as to shed light on the
archive: to show its workings and consequently also its dark side where things and voices
remain shadowy, unseen. Perhaps our task is to deconstruct and overturn the archive itself, to
disperse it as memorial device.

Viviana Gravano e Giulia Grechi.
Viviana Gravano and Giulia Grechi
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EMEKA OGBOH

WORKS

EMEKA OGBOH

The research of Emeka Ogboh, a Nigerian artist living in Berlin, focuses on globalization,
migration and the post-colonial structure of contemporary societies – which unfortunately are
still far from entering into a serious process of decolonization.
The work in the exhibition, “Vermisst in Benin” (”Missing in Benin”) is an intervention that took
place in the city of Dresden until January 2021, in collaboration with State Art Collections
Dresden (Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden): a poster campaign in public space dedicated to
the controversial issue of the restitution of the Benin Bronzes, held in the Dresden Museum für
Völkerkunde collection. The Bronzes are sculptures from the historic kingdom of Benin
(present-day Nigeria), objects of great value for their testimony to Benin's prestige in history
and its many global connections. In the late 19th century, these sculptures were looted by
British colonial troops and brought to the United Kingdom, and it is from there that they
subsequently came to Dresden and to many other museums in Europe. Like many other artifacts
in the collections of European ethnographic museums, they are the focus of discussion and
requests for restitution.
Emeka Ogboh's posters were born “out of a sense of impatience and necessity, with the purpose
of framing the abstract and stagnant discourse on colonial reparations with the urgency and
gravity of a public service announcement.” The issue of reparations and restitution of colonial
heritage is not just a matter for the bureaucracies of states and museum institutions: it is a
matter for the consciousness of the entire European citizenry. A citizenship on the move,
diasporic, globalized: for this reason the posters were installed mainly in places of transit, bus
shelters and subways. What is at stake in the restitution of these violently appropriated objects
is not only the redeﬁnition of what we consider “heritage” and “public good” in Europe and the
urgency of a serious and responsible public debate on colonial reparations (separated from
neocolonial economic interests).
Also at stake is a question of justice and ethics for the communities these objects were taken
from: the need to repair the lack of a historical and cultural heritage in the territories of origin is
of fundamental importance for the representation of identity. Achille Mbembe writes in this
regard: “The new generations are emerging from the ethnological vision that has been imposed
on Africa for centuries. On an intellectual level, the return of our objects from their long period
of captivity in the West should make it possible to close this chapter and, thanks to this cultural
and artistic renewal, to rethink Africa as one of the centers of gravity of the world”.
The Benin Dialogue Group was established in 2017 around the issue of returning the bronzes,
bringing together representatives from Nigeria and ofﬁcials from several European museums to
agree on contributing to a future Royal Museum in Benin City with loans from their collections.
So far, however, none have made a concrete commitment to the permanent repatriation and
return of the sculptures.
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DÉLIO JASSE

WORKS

DÉLIO JASSE

Délio Jasse's work centers on archival research regarding colonial iconographies. Starting from
imagery related to Angola, his country of origin, and Portugal, his ﬁrst country of landing in
Europe, he works on intimate and familiar photographs found in markets and others held in the
ofﬁcial archives of colonial administrations. Each photo contains its own narrative. The artist
does not really need to know it, but it emerges nonetheless in the process of looking at every
small, apparently collateral, detail, where stories of oppression, of domination are often
revealed.
For this exhibition, Délio Jasse worked site-speciﬁcally with the collection of the Former
Colonial Museum of Rome, held at the MUCIV in Rome, and with a part of the ISIAO photographic
collection, held at the National Central Library, also in Rome.
The photographic images are manipulated through manual “translation” interventions – sometimes involving painting, in other instances printing techniques such as serigraphy. In this way
the photos lose the sharpness of archival images whose task is to appear as “true”, incontrovertible, witnesses of a history written to appear credible, even “scientiﬁc”. Délio Jasse places just
a small dot of colour on a detail, creating a new punctum (R. Barthes, “La Chambre claire. Note
sur la photographie”, Collection Cahiers du Cinéma/Gallimard 1980), allowing the gaze to deviate
from that representative obviousness and to grasp a different story, one that was deliberately
marginalized and hidden. Colonial photographs are a systematic construction that has contributed – more so than texts – to the projection of a stereotypical and inferior image of the
colonized in Europe. Scouring the colonial photographic archive is one of the fundamental
decolonial subversive actions of our present.
In the work “Facciamo ﬁnta che ci siano le pantere se no che Africa è?” (”Let's pretend we see
panthers, otherwise what kind of Africa is this?”), Délio Jasse observes the captions afﬁxed
behind the photos at the time, which almost unintentionally reveal the ﬁctional character of the
photographs to which they refer. Each caption is a further story.
The artist makes photographic copies of apparently “normal” objects from the collection of the
colonial museum, such as a bag or women's shoes made from the skins of animals killed in
Ethiopia and of Italian manufacture. These bespeak the invasion of those territories, the birth of
safaris and the devastation of ecosystems of occupied countries (M. Ferdinand, “Une écologie
décoloniale: Penser l'écologie depuis le monde caribéen”, Seuil 2019). The artist brings these still
lives together with archival photographs, short captions and texts, building a subtle short-circuit, barely whispered, that casts another light altogether on those innocent, “showcase” museum
things.
The materials are assembled on panels that recall the pages of a newspaper or a political
propaganda poster. Because decolonizing the gaze means courageously occupying the structures
of communication that informed the colonial visions of the past and reappear today with no less
virulence.
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BINTA DIAW

WORKS

BINTA DIAW

Binta Diaw's research moves in the complexity of multiple belongings, situated and intersectional, all always embodied, and in the critique of a strongly Eurocentric language that is often
unable to convey this complexity: the artist writes with reference to one of her recent works,
“AFR...” (2019): “following my own Afro-descendance and my Italianity, I started to reﬂect on the
complexity of my identity. I am Italian, but I am African; I am Senegalese, but I am also Afro-descendant. I'm not just African”.
The installation “Nero sangue” (”Black Blood”) is composed of three connected elements in a
chorality that constitutes the deep thread of the work. In the installation, the complexity of the
processes of identiﬁcation, subjugation, resistance and reafﬁrmation is rendered through the
re-signiﬁcation of objects that form part of our institutional and popular archives. Working on
the archives is a need born from the recognition that, in the words of the artist, “a large part of
the history of humanity has been hidden, not included in Italian textbooks, and not recognized
by Italian institutions”. This process of invisibilization is not simply historical: it also concerns
the living archive which is our present. Tomatoes, ubiquitous daily objects on our tables, painted
black, evoke the bodies of so many immigrants, racialized and enslaved for the harvesting of
tomatoes in our countryside. They are subjected to the violence of the “caporalato”, illegality
and exploitation, to the point of consuming their lives to feed ours. Their blood, their stories
unheard, denied, ﬁnd here the opportunity for redemption, the loud demand for a form of
justice. These bodies are celebrated for being living subjects, and so the artist confronts herself
with that process of care that is denied to them: tomatoes are living matter, in continuous
transformation, but being organic determines their extreme fragility and the risk of their
consumption.
Similarly, in the series “Transfer”, the artist reverses the sign of the disavowal of black bodies,
which are racialized and sexualized on the pages of the fascist magazine “La difesa della razza”,
and exploited to construct a violent genealogy of inferiority. This genealogy has become
normative and “scientiﬁc” thanks to the complicity of scientists and anthropologists. A very
powerful stereotyped imagery that continues to reproduce itself incessantly even today,
embodied in different and apparently innocent places of everyday life and that here the artist
literally overturns. First, she decontextualizes those bodies from the racist narratives of the
pages of “La difesa della razza”, and then she transfers them onto cotton, to restore the softness
of their subjectivity, their humanity, their being simply women, men, boys and girls.
The third part of the installation is sonorous: voices of Afro-descendant people reappropriate
the violence of history, reading the verses of the Canadian poet M. NourbeSe Philip. These are
dedicated to the slaves of the Dutch slave ship Zong, which sailed in 1781 from the north of
Africa and never arrived in Jamaica: the slaves were starved or thrown overboard into the sea
so the slave traders could receive insurance money. A chorus of bodies and voices that becomes
a collective cry claiming/demanding justice and reparation.
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LEONE CONTINI

The artist and anthropologist, Leone Contini, has worked extensively on the colonial traces
scattered in the deposits and archives of Italian museums and libraries, and also in private
archives. In particular he worked on the archives of his family, who lived in Libya for a long
time because of the work of his grandfather, an archaeologist at the Sabratha site. “The ﬁlm Bel
suol d'amore” (”Beautiful soil of love”) begins by uncovering a plastic model of this archaeological site. It is a meticulous investigation not so much of what the archives show, but of their
secrets, their estranged memories, the fractures through which affective anomalies emerge. It
also investigates the ambivalent instances that link the experience of the people he meets to the
colonial legacy and its often invisible violence.
The work deals with contradictory affections that push the artist urgently towards a continuous
repositioning – to the point of returning to his previous works, reinterpreting them here “against
the grain”, as another archive that eludes any systematization, always open to resistance and to
the overturning of the archival logic itself. The artist's gaze moves in pursuit of this dismembered colonial body in transit: from the former African Museum of Rome towards the deposits of
other museums in the city. It moves into the warehouses of the Museum of Natural History, into
his family’s library, into his own private archive, from which emerges video footage of the
controversial mausoleum dedicated to the war criminal Rodolfo Graziani at Afﬁle. We see
Graziani’s tomb stained with red paint – a public gesture denouncing the crimes for which he
was never punished. The artist's gaze is strictly close-up: a provisional gaze that insinuates itself
into the archive’s cracks, dissonances, the way it splays out into objects, the unconscious, even
dreams. There is no archive without cracks: “One always enters it as through a narrow door,
hoping to penetrate deeply into the thickness of the event and its cavities. Penetrating archive
material means revisiting traces. But above all, it means digging directly into the slope. A risky
undertaking because it has often been a matter of making memory by stubbornly ﬁxing
shadows rather than real facts, or historical facts sunk in the power of the shadow” (A. Mbembe,
“Politiques de l’intimitié”, Editions La Découverte, Paris, 2016). Penetrating this archive means
inhabiting the darkness of its unspokenness, getting to know its ghosts up close, helping them
take shape. It means learning to look into the darkness. In the performance “Ricollezioni”, a
guided tour in the deposits of the colonial collection of the MuCiv of Rome, spectators are ﬁlmed
in the dark by an infrared camera. “A small theft,” writes the artist, “if compared with that
perpetrated by racist anthropologists all over Europe, who for decades appropriated the
features of the colonized, reproducing them in plaster casts called face masks, another type of
object that no one had told me about, not even during my long years in Siena, when I was
studying anthropology: bodyless faces that seem to be sleeping, painted in a hyperrealist way,
using color palettes that analytically reproduce the different melanin content of human skin,
semi-living simulacra, forever prisoners of European museums.” It will not be possible, then, to
return to cover this archive in a veil of unconsciousness.
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CAMILLA CASADEI MALDINI
LUCA CAPUANO

WORKS
Camilla Casadei Maldini e Luca Capuano riﬂettono sulle emersioni delle tracce coloniali
all’interno di contesti e oggetti che la storia e la pratica del quotidiano hanno reso innocenti.
Le opere presenti in mostra, realizzate in site speciﬁc per il progetto, propongono di guardare
con insistenza e penetrazione verso quei luoghi, quelle cose, sterilizzati dalla storia, dalla
museograﬁa, dalla letteratura ﬁno a far dimenticare la loro origine coloniale e la loro
permanenza neo-coloniale.
L’arazzo “Voyage data recorder”, realizzato al telaio da Sabrina Pandin, mostra il disegno
astratto di una curva su cui si incagliano linee rette e pungenti. Il disegno racconta di tutti i
conﬁni non porosi, di tutte le frontiere non violabili, di tutti i muri disegnati per creare un
dentro e un fuori. Non è la cronaca di un evento speciﬁco, ma il disegno di una condizione, che
riprodotta con un processo lento e paziente, a mano, contrappone al gesto perentorio, gerarchico e meccanico che blocca, un gesto umano, lento e costante che tesse e trama. Un gesto
violento “versus” un gesto di cura.
Il video “Rumba” mostra “l’invasione paciﬁca” di una piccola telecamera all’interno del MuCiv,
Museo delle Civiltà di Roma. In due frame video possiamo vedere la ripresa in soggettiva della
telecamera, posta su un aspirapolvere-robot casalingo, che ogni volta che incontra un ostacolo si
blocca e cambia repentinamente direzione; negli altri due video una telecamera di sorveglianza
riprende la stessa telecamerina al lavoro. Lo sguardo dei visitatori e delle visitatrici si incaglia
sulle vetrine che contengono una storia messa in scena da un solo punto di vista, quello
museograﬁco occidentale. Come la Sea Watch sbatteva insistentemente contro la frontiera
invisibile della Fortezza Europa, la visione nel museo etnograﬁco e antropologico resta bloccata,
congelata nelle storie, nelle tassonomie e nelle narrazioni univoche dei musei coloniali, mentre il
piccolo aspirapolvere continua a “ripulire” quel luogo che conserva un passato opaco, “sporco”.
La serie di fotograﬁe “Cercami tra le tue cose” riproduce oggetti conservati nel deposito
dell’Ex Museo Coloniale di Roma, ospitato al MuCiv. Gli oggetti a tratti fuori fuoco vivono in un
cono d’ombra dove sono stati tenuti perché non potessero testimoniare delle atrocità da cui
sono nati. Un catalogo intimo, violentemente semplice, che costringe ad avvicinarsi, a prestare
attenzione, a provare a leggere quelle tracce scure, volutamente dimenticate. Una scarpa da
donna di pelle di un qualche animale “esotico”, un piccolo busto romano, il retro di un calco di
testa umana: oggetti dimenticati, che la loro apparente innocenza seppellisce nel silenzio,
celando la loro storia coloniale.

CAMILLA CASADEI MALDINI/LUCA CAPUANO

Camilla Casadei Maldini and Luca Capuano reﬂect on the emergence of colonial traces within
contexts and objects rendered innocent by history and the practice of everyday life. The site
speciﬁc works in the exhibition look insistently and penetratingly towards places and things
sterilized by history, museography, and literature to the point of forgetting their colonial origin
and their neo-colonial persistence.
In the tapestry “Voyage data recorder”, made on the loom by Sabrina Pandin, straight and sharp
lines run aground from an abstract drawing of a curve. The drawing speaks of all the non-porous borders, the inviolable borders, the walls drawn to create an inside and an outside. It is not
an account of a speciﬁc event, but rather a drawing of a condition. Reproduced by hand in a
slow and patient process, it stands in contrast to the arbitrary, hierarchical and mechanical
gesture of blocking. A human gesture, slow and constant; one that weaves and plots. A violent
gesture “versus” a gesture of care.
The video “Rumba” shows the “peaceful invasion” of a small camera inside the Museum of
Civilizations in Rome (MUCIV). In two video frames we see the subjective shot of the camera,
placed on a household vacuum cleaner-robot, which every time it encounters an obstacle,
freezes and abruptly changes direction. In the other two videos, a surveillance camera shoots
the same little camera at work. The visitors' gaze gets stuck on the displays that contain a story
staged exclusively from the western museum viewpoint. Just as Sea-Watch repeatedly slammed
against the invisible frontier of Fortress Europe, vision in the ethnographic and anthropological
museum remains blocked, frozen in the histories, taxonomies and univocal narratives of colonial
museums, while the small vacuum cleaner continues to “clean” that place that preserves an
opaque, “dirty” past.
The series of photographs, “Cercami tra le tue cose” (“Look for me among your things”), shows
objects conserved in the storage room of the former Colonial Museum of Rome, housed at
MUCIV. The objects, sometimes out of focus, inhabit a cone of shadows where they were kept so
that they could not bear witness to the atrocities from which they were born. An intimate
catalog, violently simple, forces you to get closer, to pay attention, to try to read those dark
traces, deliberately forgotten. A woman's shoe made of the skin of some “exotic” animal, a small
Roman bust, the back of a cast of a human head: forgotten objects, buried in silence by the
apparent innocence that conceals their colonial history.

CAPTIONS OF WORKS IN THE EXHIBITION

EMEKA OGBOH
“Vermisst in Benin”, 2021
8 stampe incorniciate 30 x 40 cm.
2 Posters 118.5 cm x 175 cm
Video 2'’

EMEKA OGBOH
“Vermisst in Benin”, 2021
8 framed photographic prints 30 x 40 cm.
2 Posters 118.5 cm x 175 cm
Video 2'’

DÉLIO JASSE
“Facciamo conto di vedere le pantere se no
che Africa è?”, 2021
Emulsione fotograﬁca e serigraﬁa su carta
Dimensioni variabili

DÉLIO JASSE
“Facciamo conto di vedere le pantere se no
che Africa è?”, 2021
Photographic emulsion and silkscreen on paper
Dimensions variable

BINTA DIAW
“Nero Sangue”, 2020
Pomodori, stempe fotograﬁche su transfer
su cotone, audio
Dimensioni della installazione variabile

BINTA DIAW
“Nero Sangue”, 2020
Tomatoes, photographic prints on cotton
transfer, audio
Variable installation size

LEONE CONTINI
“Bel suol d’amore”, 2021
Video, 20’20”

LEONE CONTINI
“Bel suol d’amore”, 2021
Video, 20’20”

CAMILLA CASADEI MALDINI/LUCA CAPUANO
“Voyage data recorder”, 2021
Arazzo tessuto a mano su telaio
cm. 130x140

CAMILLA CASADEI MALDINI/LUCA CAPUANO
“Voyage data recorder”, 2021
Hand-woven tapestry on frame
cm. 130x140

“Rumba”, 2021
Video, 45’

“Rumba”, 2021
Video, 45’

“Cercami tra le tue cose”, 2021
10 stampe fotograﬁche bianco e nero
con cornici cm. 24x30

“Cercami tra le tue cose”, 2021
10 Black and white photographic prints
with frames cm. 24x30
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